Fall 2022 New Product Launch
Fall for All
Fall into the season looking and feeling your absolute best! Get ready for Mary Kay products that are not just fun for fall, they’re fun for all!
Fall into new beauty faves, from fabulous regular-line to haute limited-edition and special-edition offerings. So let’s have a Fall for All!

Limited-Edition Mary Kay® Beauty Box - $48
Unbox a Beautiful Experience! From skin care to the latest and greatest beauty products, you are bound to fall in love with Mary Kay
even more. From beauty faves to self-care must-haves, we invite you to step into fall with our top picks of the season. The Mary Kay Beauty
Box is perfectly packaged and ships conveniently, which makes it a great gift for beauty enthusiasts, an enticing array for the curious or a
special reward for those who deserve a beauty-fall treat!
Box includes...
Clear Proof Deep-Cleaning Charcoal Mask
Lash Love Fanorama Mascara
Mary Kay Liquid Eye Shadow in Pink Starlight
Mary Kay Hydrogel Eye Patches Samples, two pairs
Great Value!
Receive $57 worth of suggested retail products for only $48!
Plus, get two FREE pairs of Hydrogel Eye Patches samples!
_________
Like It

__________
Love It

__________
Must Have

Special-Edition Mary Kay® 2-Step Hydrating Sheet Mask - $40, pk./8
This 2-step sheet mask gives you fun hydration at your fingertips!
The gel essence is filled with skin conditioning ingredients known to
moisturize and soften skin. And since it’s packaged separately from
the dry mask, you can create a wonderful hydration experience
whenever you’re ready to be pampered. Simply fold the pouch to
squeeze the gel essence and massage into the sheet mask. Then apply
the mask onto your face and relax. It’s easy, portable pampering,
perfect for daytime, nighttime, travel time, anytime!
_________
Like It

__________
Love It

__________
Must Have

Mary Kay® Gel Semi-Matte and Gel Semi-Shine Lipsticks - $18 each
SAY HELLO TO NEW SHADES!

Special-Edition MKMen®
Foaming Beard Wash - $18
This Foaming Beard
Wash is designed to
clean, refresh and nourish
his beard and face. It is
formulated with
sunflower-infused
surfactants rich in vitamin
E and panthenol, known
for its moisturizing
benefits.

Complete your fall lipstick wardrobe with these shades, Subdued Nude in
semi-matte and Downtown Brown in semi-shine! Get all the beauty and the
feel-good benefits of their gel lipstick technology.
_________
Like It

__________
Love It

_________
Like It

__________
Must Have

LTD Mary Kay® Warm Hues Palette - $39
SIX FALL-INSPIRED SHADES, ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES.
Every fall, the leaves turn the most glorious shades, so why shouldn’t your eye
shadow? Enjoy endless combinations of six warm hues to create looks that are
uniquely you.
* Bronze Horizon
* Golden Possibilities
_________
Like It

* Sienna Skies
* Peach Daydream

__________
Love It

* Dream Big Brown
* Purple Vibes

__________
Must Have

Special-Edition Mary Kay® Sleep Mask
Achieve optimal beauty sleep with this adorable sleep mask!
Talk to your Mary Kay Beauty Consultant for special offer!

__________
Love It

__________
Must Have

IT’S BACK! LTD MKMen®
Beard Oil - $20
This Beard Oil softens,
shines and smells divine.
Best applied after
showering to help lock
in moisture. Conditions
+ softens facial hair.
Nourishes +
moisturizes beard and
face. Smells like
Peppermint Clary Sage.
_________
Like It

__________
Love It

__________
Must Have
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